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A method for mapping between simultaneously measured articulatory and acoustic data is proposed.
The method uses principal components analysis on the articulatory and acoustic variables, and
mapping between the domains by locally weighted linear regression, or loess �Cleveland, W. S.
�1979�. J. Am. Stat. Assoc. 74, 829–836�. The latter method permits local variation in the slopes of
the linear regression, assuming that the function being approximated is smooth. The methodology is
applied to vowels of four speakers in the Wisconsin X-ray Microbeam Speech Production Database,
with formant analysis. Results are examined in terms of �1� examples of forward
�articulation-to-acoustics� mappings and inverse mappings, �2� distributions of local slopes and
constants, �3� examples of correlations among slopes and constants, �4� root-mean-square error, and
�5� sensitivity of formant frequencies to articulatory change. It is shown that the results are
qualitatively correct and that loess performs better than global regression. The forward mappings
show different root-mean-square error properties than the inverse mappings indicating that this
method is better suited for the forward mappings than the inverse mappings, at least for the data
chosen for the current study. Some preliminary results on sensitivity of the first two formant
frequencies to the two most important articulatory principal components are presented.
© 2009 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3184581�
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I. INTRODUCTION

The acoustic response to articulatory behavior is deter-
mined by physical law. Given the physical state of the vocal
tract, it is possible to predict the acoustic output using deter-
ministic equations, which may be considered mappings from
articulation to acoustic output. Further, these mappings can
be inverted with optimization procedures to predict articula-
tory configuration from acoustics, possibly in a non-unique
way.

Articulatory-acoustic models, based on physics, as
simple as four-tube models �e.g., Fant, 1960; Badin et al.,
1990; Stevens, 1998; McGowan, 2006� and as sophisticated
as an articulatory synthesizer �e.g., Mermelstein, 1973;
Maeda, 1982, 1990� can be employed to understand the law-
ful variations between articulation and formant frequencies.
As much as such models are useful for conceptual under-
standing of speech production, they are not direct measures
of the articulatory-acoustic relations and are not sufficient for
a complete understanding of human articulatory behavior
and output acoustics.

An empirical approach is taken here to determine map-
pings between articulation and output acoustics during vowel
production. This approach has the virtues of being based on
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actual human behavior, of not relying on simplified models
of the vocal tract acoustics, and of not relying on published
parameters based on measurements of various individuals for
which simultaneous articulatory-acoustic data have not been
obtained. The empirical approach in this paper relies solely
on a corpus of simultaneous acoustic recordings and articu-
latory measurements.

Several techniques may be used to generate continuous
articulatory measurements. These include flesh point mea-
surements such as electromagnetic articulography and X-ray
microbeam, and imaging techniques such as magnetic reso-
nance imaging �MRI� and ultrasound. Three-dimensional
�3D� MRI �e.g., Engwall and Badin, 1999� can be employed
to generate detailed vocal tract shapes that provide much of
the information necessary to determine the output acoustics,
although additional properties would need to be provided
before the output could be accounted for completely, such as
vocal tract wall impedance, nasal tract properties, glottal
configuration, and sub-glottal properties.

Instead of using three-dimensional imaging by MRI, less
comprehensive articulatory data in the form of flesh point
data are commonly employed �e.g., Kiritani, 1986; Perkell
et al., 1992�. One reason for this is the fact that flesh point
data are most often recorded simultaneously with acoustic
output, whereas MRI data are generally not recorded simul-
taneously with acoustic output �see, however, Bresch et al.,
2006�. Further, MRI technology has relatively low temporal
resolution, whereas flesh point technologies are faster. This

means that the MRI data sets are generally small, but with
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point measure technologies the data sets can be larger and
contain more natural running speech. In the present work, the
point measures in the University of Wisconsin X-ray Micro-
beam Speech Production Database �XRMB-SPD� �Westbury,
1994� were chosen because of the magnitude of the data set
and variety of utterances, and the fact that acoustic signals
were recorded simultaneously.

Because the XRMB-SPD only tracks midsagittal flesh
points, the articulatory data are impoverished in the sense
that acoustic output cannot be determined from these data
using the physical theory of acoustics. Midsagittal shape
does not determine an area function and output acoustics.
Furthermore, even the midsagittal shape of the vocal tract is
not completely measured in the XRMB-SPD: the most pos-
terior pellet is located on the tongue dorsum. While it is
possible to infer aspects of the midsagittal shape from the
points that are measured, such as pharyngeal cross dimension
�Whalen et al., 1999; Jackson and McGowan, 2008�, other
aspects are not determined by the point measures, such as
larynx height. On the other hand, it is generally assumed that
there is a regular, if non-unique, relationship between mid-
sagittal configuration and area function, and hence formant
frequencies.

The intent of the present work is to construct
mappings—forward mappings from articulation to acoustics,
and inverse mappings from acoustics to articulation—for in-
dividual speakers in the XRMB-SPD. The forward mappings
are empirically determined analogs to Fant’s nomograms,
which were derived from mathematical tube models �Fant,
1960, pp. 76–77 and 82–84�. Instead of tube lengths and
areas, variables derived from flesh point positions will serve
as independent variables in the forward mappings in the cur-
rent work. The nomograms tell us the specific response of
formant frequencies to changes in tube parameters, and thus,
the variations in sensitivity of the acoustic output to changes
in tube geometry. These sensitivities �i.e., magnitudes of
slopes in the nomograms� vary across the tube parameter
space because the mapping between tube geometry and for-
mant frequency is non-linear. Non-linearity, or changes in
sensitivity, can be expected in the mappings between articu-
latory parameters derived from flesh point data and acoustic
output. Thus, one of the goals of this study is to quantify the
sensitivity of acoustic parameters to changes in articulatory
parameters. This is an important consideration in phonetics,
as, for instance, in Stevens’ quantal theory �Stevens, 1972,
1989; Wood, 1979�.

Another major area of research in the speech sciences is
in the speech inverse problem: inferring articulatory informa-
tion from speech acoustics in an algorithmic manner �e.g.,
Atal et al., 1978; McGowan and Cushing, 1999; Hogden
et al., 2007�. The inverse mappings derived in the present
work provide a data-driven model to predict acoustics from
articulation. They also provide a means of checking the pre-
dictions of models that are not derived from simultaneously
recorded articulatory and acoustic data.

Our choices in methodology for building empirical map-
pings are informed by previous related work in speech and
mathematical statistics. The two most important parts of the

methodology are �1� a method for ordering the importance of
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independent variables, both acoustic and articulatory, and re-
ducing the number of articulatory degrees-of-freedom from
Cartesian pellet coordinates to some smaller, but essential,
number; and �2� a least-squares method for approximating a
smooth mapping between articulation and acoustics given
simultaneously recorded articulatory and acoustic data
points. The first element can be a form of function or data
decomposition, and the latter element is a form of math-
ematical regression. The following is a review of previous
work on articulatory-acoustic relations that employ one or
both of these elements.

Principal components analysis �PCA�, factor analysis, or
other forms of function or data decomposition in the articu-
latory domain have become widely used when mapping be-
tween articulatory parameters and acoustics �Mermelstein,
1967; Shirai and Honda, 1976; Ladefoged et al., 1978;
Maeda, 1990; Yehia and Itakura, 1996; Story and Titze,
1998; Mokhtari et al., 2007; and Story, 2007�. These analy-
ses reduce the number of articulatory parameters from an
initially large number. This is particularly important when
there are a limited number of acoustic parameters, such as
three formant frequencies.

Mermelstein �1967� proposed using a Fourier cosine ex-
pansion of the log-area function in a largely theoretical study
of the relation between area function and formant frequen-
cies. He concluded that if the log-area function is spatially
band-limited, then a unique area function can be determined
from admittance function poles and zeros. However, while
the poles correspond to resonance frequencies when the
mouth is open, the zeros correspond to resonance when the
vocal tract is closed. The latter are not observable during
speech production. Building on Mermelstein’s �1967� study,
Yehia and Itakura �1996� decomposed the log-area function
with a Fourier cosine series. In their mapping from formant
frequencies to area functions they employed morphological
and “least effort” constraints to alleviate ambiguities in the
mapping. They tested their method for inferring area func-
tion from formant frequencies on data derived from X-rays
of one speaker’s 12 French vowels.

Shirai and Honda �1976� measured articulatory param-
eters taken from X-ray cineradiography of a speaker of Japa-
nese, such as tongue shape, lip position, and jaw angle. The
tongue shape was decomposed with PCA, and they related
the first two PCA components and other articulatory mea-
sures to the first two formant frequencies. They were able to
approximately recover the articulation of vowels from the
first two formant frequencies using a non-linear regression
technique, where the mapping was fitted on a set of 300
simultaneous articulatory and acoustic data frames of the
speaker.

Ladefoged et al. �1978� used parallel factor analysis
�PARAFAC� to decompose two-dimensional tongue shapes
measured from X-rays of five speakers’ pronunciation of ten
American English vowels. They extracted two components
for tongue position in the middle of vowels—front raising
and back raising—and went on to use multiple regression to
specify the two factors in terms of ratios among pairs of the
three formant frequencies. Reasonable tongue positions

could be inferred from formant frequencies using this
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method. The study evaluated the predicted tongue positions
in terms of correlations with original midsagittal shapes and
in terms of root-mean-square error �RMSE�.

Maeda �1990� took the approach of subtracting off im-
portant factors in articulatory movement, such as jaw move-
ment, before performing PCA on tongue movement. He
termed this “arbitrary factor analysis.” In this way, it was
easier to assign specific articulatory movements to changes
in observed acoustic output than it would have been had
PCA been applied to all the data without factoring out certain
articulatory movement.

Story and Titze �1998� measured area functions of a
single speaker’s American English vowels with MRI and de-
composed them into principal components, or what they
termed “empirical orthogonal modes.” They were able to ob-
tain a mapping between the two modes that accounted for
most of the variance in the area function and the first two
formant frequencies in the form of a two-dimensional grid of
iso-coefficient curves �coefficients of the two area function
modes� in the formant plane. While ten points in the grid
were determined from human empirical data, the remaining
data, with 2500 grid intersections, were determined from
area function modes by acoustic perturbation theory
�Schroeder, 1967�.

The recent work of Mokhtari et al. �2007� used human
subjects for MRI full-volume scans during Japanese vowel
production. Because of the noise of the machine, the acoustic
recordings were taken separately from the MRI imaging.
Also, the linear regressions between formant frequencies and
principal components of human area functions were based on
less than 40 samples of transitions between the vowels.

Story �2007� used pellet data from four speakers in the
XRMB-SPD producing both static vowels and vowel-to-
vowel transitions to find two principal components of the
cross distances in the front of the mouth of each talker.
“Cross distances” are the distances between, say, the tongue
and the palate in the midsagittal plane. The amount of data
per speaker was greater than the data used by any of Lade-
foged et al. �1978�, Story and Titze �1998�, or Mokhtari et al.
�2007�, and it was shown that two PCA components were
sufficient to characterize the data set. These components
could be mapped to the first two formant frequencies in a
largely unambiguous manner. However, the formants were
calculated from a normalized area function and the two ar-
ticulatory PCA components were not directly mapped to the
formant data. Further, even this data set is limited and does
not account for the sonorant portions of consonant-vowel
transitions.

In order to obtain a robust mapping for each individual
speaker, between 10 000 and 20 000 data points per speaker
for four speakers were taken for the present work. These
were simultaneous XRMB-SPD pellet positions and speech
acoustic data that included all portions of vowels, including
consonant-vowel transitions. PCA was chosen as the method
of data decomposition, providing a set of independent vari-
ables ordered by the amount of variance accounted for in the

data. Thus PCA can reduce the number of independent vari-
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ables when the higher order components are neglected. For
global linear regression, PCA alleviates problems in partial
correlation in the independent variables.

Some of the work reviewed above relates articulatory
and acoustic parameters using regression �e.g., Shirai and
Honda, 1976; Ladefoged et al., 1978; Mokhtari et al., 2007�.
A form of regression was used in the present work to map
both from articulatory coordinates to acoustic coordinates
and vice-versa. The regression technique employed here is
an adaptation of a method known as locally weighted regres-
sion, or “loess” �Cleveland, 1979; Cleveland and Devlin,
1988; Cleveland et al., 1988�, which produces a regression
that is locally linear but globally non-parametric and non-
linear. �Both Mermelstein �1967� and Yehia and Itakua
�1996� used the property of local linearity between acoustics
and articulation to obtain the inverse mapping.� In standard
loess, least-squares regression is performed many times—
indeed, for every point in the independent variable space at
which we want to evaluate the mapping. For each point be-
ing evaluated the data are weighted differently, where the
weight assigned to each data point is inversely related to its
Euclidean distance to the point under evaluation. This pro-
vides a rational method for performing regression when the
form of the function relating the independent and dependent
variables is not specified, but the variation in local regression
parameters can be presumed to be smooth.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section II
details the procedures of speech segmentation, formant
analysis, PCA applied to both pellet and formant data for
each speaker, and loess. The loess method is described in
some detail because it is novel to studies of speech produc-
tion. Its particular implementation for constructing forward
and inverse mappings, including optimization of loess pa-
rameters, is outlined. Section III presents the results of these
analyses, starting with the articulatory principal components
and their relation to well-known articulatory degrees-of-
freedom. The rest of the results pertain to the optimum for-
ward and inverse mappings found for each speaker, and ex-
amples of these mappings are shown. The causes of error and
the differences in error between the forward and inverse
mappings are examined. The sensitivities of formant fre-
quencies to articulatory parameter changes are presented.
Section IV provides a discussion focusing on the articulatory
PCA, error, and sensitivity before final conclusions are
drawn in Sec. V.

II. METHOD

A. Data

Simultaneously recorded acoustic and articulatory data
from the XRMB-SPD �Westbury, 1994� were used. The da-
tabase consists of time-aligned audio and midsagittal pellet
position recordings from 57 adult American English speak-
ers, comprising about 15 h of recorded speech. Speech tasks
include reading of citation words, sentences, paragraphs,
number sequences, and vowel sequences, with some tasks
performed at deliberately slower or faster speaking rates.

Pellet coordinates are referenced to a speaker-specific

Cartesian coordinate system whose axes are based on ana-
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tomical features in the speaker’s head. �See Westbury �1994�
for the definition of the coordinate system.� Each speaker’s
time-varying articulatory data contains horizontal and verti-
cal coordinates in the midsagittal plane for each of eight
moving pellets. There are four pellets approximately evenly
spaced along the tongue centerline; the most anterior tongue
pellet is close to the tongue tip and the most posterior is the
furthest back the pellet could be placed without inducing a
gag reflex. The other four pellets include one pellet on the
upper lip and one on the lower lip, and two on the mandible.
These pellets give a partial representation of the vocal tract;
no information is available about lateral tongue or jaw move-
ment, the velum, or the posterior vocal tract �e.g., pharyngeal
dimensions or larynx height�, factors that also affect acoustic
output. Pellet positions were originally measured at variable
rates between 20 and 160 samples /s, but in the database all
pellet positions are resampled at an equal rate of
160 samples /s �Westbury, 1994, p. 57�.

In the present study only the positions of the six pellets
on the tongue and lips were used, resulting in a total of
12 degrees of freedom. We examined four speakers, two
males �JW11 and JW18� and two females �JW14 and JW16�.

B. Segmentation

All vowel tokens were included in the analysis except
those adjacent to nasal, lateral, or rhotic consonants. Also,
very short reduced vowels that had little or no formant struc-
ture were excluded. Vowels in the context of nasals and lat-
erals were excluded because velar or lateral movement dur-
ing these vowels would not be captured by any pellet; hence
the acoustic changes would not be matched by any articula-
tory changes. Vowels in rhotic contexts were excluded be-
cause the relatively rare but extreme retroflex articulations
could potentially complicate reduction in the dimensionality
of the articulatory data as well as the acoustic-articulatory
regression analysis.

The audio recordings were manually annotated to seg-
ment and label the vowels not excluded by the criteria above
using PRAAT TextGrids �Boersma and Weenink, 2007�. The
acoustic and articulatory data within the demarcated vowel
intervals formed the basis of the study. The following con-
ventions were used for the placement of interval boundaries.
Between the vowel and a preceding obstruent, the boundary
was generally placed at the first glottal pulse after the closure
release. Similarly, between the vowel and a following ob-
struent, the boundary was placed at the last glottal pulse
before the onset of closure. For the less straightforward case
of dividing the vowel from an adjacent oral sonorant, we
sought the midpoint of the transition between the two sounds
based on auditory judgments and visible formant transitions.

C. Formant tracking, editing, and data pruning

After defining the vowel intervals to be used in the
analysis, automated formant tracking was performed on the
vowels using PRAAT. The formant analysis was linear predic-
tive coding �LPC�-based using the Burg algorithm. A 25 ms
window was used and the centers of neighboring windows

were 6.25 ms apart so that the frame rate was the same as the
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pellet sampling rate of 160 Hz. The maximum number of
formants that were identified per frame was 5, with a maxi-
mum frequency of 5000 Hz for males and 5500 Hz for fe-
males. Pre-emphasis was applied to frequencies above
50 Hz. Only F1, F2, and F3 values were used from the
acoustic analysis. The formant tracks were resampled to
align acoustic samples with the articulatory samples.

To ensure the best quality formant tracking, the F1, F2,
and F3 formant tracks within all of the vowel segments were
visually inspected and manually corrected at each sample
point where the automatic tracking was deemed faulty. To
make this process efficient we developed a graphical formant
editor that allows point-and-click corrections to formant val-
ues in a dual spectrogram/spectrum display. The spectrum
display includes a function for refining an estimated formant
frequency by fitting a parabola to the three harmonics closest
to the estimate and shifting the formant frequency to the
peak of the parabola.

Once the formant analysis of the vowel segments was
complete, the samples from all of the segments were pooled
for each speaker. Each sample comprised a 3-dimensional
acoustic vector and a 12-dimensional articulatory vector. Be-
fore continuing in the analysis, each articulatory-acoustic
data point was examined automatically for completeness.
Any sample missing acoustic data �F1, F2, or F3� or pellet
data �any of the two coordinates for the six pellets� was
excluded from further analysis. Table I summarizes the data
included in the study: the gender of each speaker, the number
of vowel segments used, and the number of samples drawn
from these segments. The subsequent analyses �PCA and re-
gression� were performed separately on each speaker’s data
set. Data from different speakers were not pooled. Although
multiple data points in a speaker’s data set may originate
from the same time series, i.e., a vowel trajectory, it is as-
sumed that the error distribution for each measured quantity
is statistically independent from others over the same time
series.

D. PCA

For each speaker, PCA was performed twice: once on
the speaker’s articulatory data points and once on the acous-
tic data points. The principal components of the articulatory
data are denoted K1,K2,K3, . . . ,K12, and those of the for-
mant data are denoted A1, A2 and A3. The lower-order prin-
cipal components were utilized as variables in the subse-
quent regression analysis: the first four articulatory

TABLE I. Gender and the amount of usable data collected for each speaker.

Gender No. of segments No. of samples

JW11 M 763 13 003
JW14 F 828 16 013
JW16 F 974 19 770
JW18 M 666 11 295
components K1–K4, and all three acoustic components.
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E. Locally weighted regression „loess…

1. General method

For each speaker’s data set we computed both forward
�articulatory to acoustic� and inverse �acoustic to articula-
tory� mappings using locally weighted regression. Locally
weighted regression or loess �Cleveland, 1979; Cleveland
and Devlin, 1988; Cleveland et al., 1988� is a form of non-
parametric regression by data smoothing. It is computation-
ally intensive but allows one to represent the relationship
between one or more independent variables and a dependent
variable with few assumptions about the form of that rela-
tionship. This makes it suitable for fitting complex regression
surfaces for which a suitable parametric function is not
known. The general method of loess is now described.

Let S= ��xi ,yi� : i=1. . .n� be a given set of data points,
where yi is a measurement of the dependent variable and xi is
a measurement of a p-tuple of independent variables. A re-
gression model relating these variables is

yi = g�xi� + �i, �1�

where �i is a zero-mean, normal random error term. In clas-
sical regression analysis, g is assumed to belong to some
parametric class of functions, such as polynomials, which
places practical limits on the variety of surfaces that can be
modeled. For example, in the case that a linear relation is
assumed to hold between the independent variable x and
dependent variable y, the function g can be estimated in a
least-squares sense by ĝ,

y � ĝ�x� = x · � + � , �2�

where parameters � and � are determined by the data points
�xi ,yi� and a chosen weighting function of those points, say,
wi �e.g., Chaterjee and Hadi, 1988�.

In loess, g is not limited to being a parametric function;
it is only assumed to be a smooth function of x. Accordingly,
the estimate of g, ĝ, is computed without fitting a parametric
function to the entire data set. Rather the smoothness prop-
erty of g is exploited to estimate g by locally fitted functions.
The smoothness property allows us to assume that for any
point x in the space of the independent variables, ĝ�x��
� lx�x�� for x� near x, where lx is a locally fitted, low-order
polynomial. Strict equality holds for x�=x; that is, ĝ�x�
= lx�x�. lx is obtained by a least-squares fit to the data based
on a local weighting function wi�x� that heavily weights data
points �xi ,yi� close to x. The locally weighted regression
function lx may be linear or non-linear; in the present study a
linear model was used:

lx�x�� = x� · ��x� + ��x� , �3�

where ��x� and ��x� are computed just as in standard linear
least squares, except that they now depend on x because the
weighting function depends on x. Consequently, the least-
squares procedure must be repeated at each value of x for
which we want to solve ĝ�x�, which makes loess computa-
tionally intensive.

To perform loess, one must choose a weight function
wi�x� that assigns weights to data points in S based on dis-

tance from x: data points close to x have large weight, while
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those far from x have small weight. A distance metric is also
needed. For the distance metric, this study used Euclidean
distance in the space of the independent variables, after first
scaling the variables by dividing each by its own standard
deviation. The weight function was the standard one used by
Cleveland �1979�, which guarantees a fixed neighborhood
size �number of positively weighted data points� regardless
of data distribution around x. The weight function has a pa-
rameter b between 0 and 1, known as the bandwidth, that
expresses neighborhood size as a proportion of the data.
Thus, the larger the value of b, the more data points influence
the local regression at x. Using a nearest-neighbor algorithm,
the neighborhood size is used to determine a neighborhood
radius. The radius of the neighborhood of x for a given band-
width b, denoted d�x ,b�, is defined to be the distance from x
to the qth nearest data point, where q is equal to bn rounded
to the nearest integer. The weight function is zero beyond
this radius. The weight assigned to data point �xi ,yi� for the
locally weighted regression at x, using bandwidth b is

wi�x,b� = W� 	xi − x	
d�x,b� 
 , �4�

in which W is the tricube function: W�u�= �1−u3�3 for 0
�u�1 and W�u�=0 otherwise.

2. Computationally efficient loess

In loess, weighted least-squares estimation must be per-
formed for every value of x at which we want to know ĝ�x�.
This makes the technique computationally expensive for op-
erations requiring many samples, such as plotting. An effi-
cient alternative is to pre-compute ĝ�x� at sample values of
x, and then interpolate for intermediate values. For the
sample set one may choose the original data points, or some
strategically selected set of points, such as the vertices of a
kd-tree constructed on the data �Cleveland et al., 1988�. In
the present study the pre-computed sample set was simply
the data points. However, rather than directly interpolating
the dependent variable at the sample points, better results
were obtained by interpolating the local regression param-
eters computed at those points and generating the dependent
variable from the interpolated regression parameters.

Following this approach, a loess model in the current
study was fitted to data set S by computing a locally
weighted regression at each data point. The resulting model
then included one set of local regression parameters for each
data point, accompanied by an interpolation scheme, which

was as follows. For each data point �xi ,yi�S�, let �̄�xi� and
�̄�xi� be the pre-computed local regression parameters fitted
to the neighborhood of xi. The regression parameters ��x�
and ��x� at a novel point x were estimated by a weighted

average of the parameters �̄�xi� and �̄�xi� at the data points,
where the data points were weighted using the tricube-based
weight function wi�x ,b� defined above. The interpolated re-

gression parameters ��x� and ��x� at x were thus given as
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��x� =
�i=1

n
wi�x,b��̄�xi�

�i=1

n
wi�x,b�

, ��x� =
�i=1

n
wi�x,b��̄�xi�

�i=1

n
wi�x,b�

.

�5�

The predicted value ĝ�x� was then calculated using the
interpolated parameters ��x� and ��x�. Note that the band-
width b used to weight data points for interpolation may
differ from that used for the weighted least-squares fit of the
local regressions. Thus each loess model constructed in this
study had two distinct bandwidth parameters: a regression
bandwidth bR, which was used to weight the data points for
the local regressions, and an interpolation bandwidth bl,
which was used to interpolate the local regression param-
eters. It will be assumed henceforth that the loess models in
this study generate output ĝ�x� by interpolating the pre-
computed regression parameters at the data points in this
manner.

3. Grid sampling

Given a loess model ĝ�x� with regression parameters
��x� and ��x�, it is useful to be able to sample these func-
tions in a regular grid over the space of the independent
variables. Grid sampling is useful both for generating plots
of the regression surfaces and for studying the variation in
the regression parameters. The full grid associated with a
particular data set S has d evenly spaced columns of vertices
in each independent variable, generally with d=20. For ex-
ample, a data set with four independent variables will have a
20�20�20�20 full grid. The span of the grid in each di-
mension is from −2.5 to 2.5 standard deviations from the
mean, using the standard deviation and mean of that dimen-
sion in S. A subgrid associated with a particular data set is
the same as the full grid but missing one or more coordinates
of each vertex. Thus it occupies a subspace of the indepen-
dent variable space. Subgrids are useful for reducing data
complexity and for generating 3D plots as a function of the
first two independent variables.

Functions are defined for sampling any function of the
independent variables at grid vertices. If f�x� is a function of
the independent variables, then �f�x��= f�x� for any x that is
one of the vertices of the full grid. To sample at the vertices
of a subgrid, the dimensions that are present are indicated by
a superscript; for example, superscript �1,2� indicates that the
subgrid occupies only the first two dimensions of the full
grid, and values are averaged over the missing dimensions.
�The absence of any superscript indicates sampling on the
full grid.� Thus, for any vertex z of the subgrid, �f�z���1,2� is
equal to the average �f�x�� over all vertices x of the full grid
that agree with z in the first and second coordinates. The grid
sampling functions may be used to sample ĝ�x�, ��x�, and
��x� at grid vertices.

4. Model evaluation

Given a loess model ĝ fit to data set S, which we may
call the fitting set, the performance of the model was evalu-

ated using a completely separate, randomly selected set of
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data that was held out from the fitting set, called a test set
T= ��x j ,yj� : j=1, . . . ,m�. The loess model is fitted to the fit-
ting set, without using any data from the test set. The test set
is used to evaluate the prediction error of the model using
RMSE:

RMSE�ĝ,T� =�� j=1

m
�ĝ�x j� − yj�2

m
. �6�

5. Optimum model selection

Of course, prior to testing, the loess model has to be
selected by choosing appropriate values for the regression
bandwidth bR and interpolation bandwidth bI. Too large a
value for either bandwidth parameter will generate too
smooth a regression surface, while too small a value will
lead to overfitting of the data. To optimize model parameters
without overfitting to data, a standard technique is to select
parameter values that optimize the prediction rate for a sepa-
rate set of data that was not used during the construction of
the model, called a validation set. Similar to a test set, a
validation set is a randomly selected set external to the fitting
set; thus it allows us to see which model best generalizes to
new data. However, the validation set may not actually be
part of the test set since it is used to select the model param-
eters and is thus not “unseen” prior to testing of the selected
model.

However, when the data pool is limited, it may be diffi-
cult to draw an adequately sized validation set separate from
both fitting and test data. A common method for validating a
model without having a separate validation set is k-fold
cross-validation. In this method, the fitting set is randomly
partitioned into k equal subsets, and the model is fitted to the
data k times. For each fitting iteration i, the ith subset is held
out as the validation set, and the remaining k−1 subsets are
combined to form a reduced fitting set; validation error is
equal to RMSE in Eq. �6� calculated over the data in the ith
subset. Thus, each data point gets used for validation once
and for fitting k−1 times. Validation error is averaged over
the k trials.

k-fold cross-validation was employed on the fitting set to
optimize the two bandwidth parameters bR and bI. An ex-
haustive search of the two-dimensional parameter space was
conducted, and for each pair of bandwidth values in the
search, validation error was computed using k-fold cross-
validation with k=10. The regression and interpolation band-
widths yielding the minimum validation error were deemed
the optimal bandwidths. The space of bandwidth values to
search was determined empirically. If a minimum was not
attained in a given search space, then the search space was
shifted in the direction of decreasing validation error ob-
served in previous searches. Figure 1 shows the results of a
typical search for optimal bandwidths. The loess model be-
ing optimized is that of the inverse mapping from the acous-
tic variables A1, A2, and A3 to the articulatory variable K1,
for subject JW16. The search space consisted of 15 values of
regression bandwidth between 0.002 and 0.03, and 20 values

of interpolation bandwidth between 0.0001 and 0.002 for a
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total of 300 different trials. The minimum validation RMSE
of 3.181 mm was found at bR=0.006, bI=0.0005 �indicated
by the arrow�.

Once the optimal bandwidth values were found for a
particular mapping, the loess model was constructed on the
entire fitting set using the optimal bR value. Then the optimal
bI value was used in the equations in Eq. �5�.

It should be emphasized that in order to maintain an
objective evaluation, the test data T may not be used in op-
timizing the model parameters. Thus k-fold cross-validation
was performed only using data from the fitting set S. The
validation RMSE values have no relation to the test RMSE
mentioned in Sec. II E 4, which is determined only after a
model has been selected and fitted.

6. Acoustic-articulatory loess

To construct loess models, each speaker’s data set was
divided into a fitting set S and a test set T. The test set
comprised a random selection of 10% of the data points of
the speaker. After discovering the optimal bR and bI values
for a given model, as described in Sec. II E 5, it was fitted to
the fitting set and evaluated against the test set in the manner
described above �see Secs. II E 2 and II E 4�.

For each speaker, seven loess models were constructed:
three forward mappings from the articulatory PCA compo-
nents x= �K1,K2,K3,K4� to each of the formants y=F1, y
=F2, or y=F3, and four inverse mappings from the acoustic

FIG. 1. �Color online� RMSE surface as a function of regression bandwidth
inverse mapping from the acoustic variables A1, A2, and A3 to the articulator
RMSE.
PCA components x= �A1,A2,A3� to each of the articulatory
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components y=K1, y=K2, y=K3, or y=K4. These totaled
seven loess mappings for each of the four speakers: three
forward mappings and four inverse mappings. Each model
had the optimum bandwidths.

The various loess models generated for each subject are
denoted as follows. In the case of a forward mapping from
x= �K1,K2,K3,K4� to say, y=Fj, the loess model is denoted
ĝj

→. In the case of an inverse mapping from x
= �A1,A2,A3� to y=Kj, the loess model is denoted ĝj

←.
As shown in Eq. �3�, for each locally weighted regres-

sion ĝ�x� there are functions ��x� and ��x�, where ��x� is a
vector of slopes varying as a function of x, and ��x� is the
regression constant. ��x� will be denoted for each mapping
as follows. In the case of a forward mapping, ĝj

→, the vector
of slopes is denoted � j

→= ��1j
→ ,�2j

→ ,�3j
→ ,�4j

→�, where �ij
→ is

the regression slope from Ki to Fj. While all of these quan-
tities depend on x, the argument has been suppressed, as it
will be for the rest of the paper. The constant is denoted � j

→.
In the case of an inverse mapping ĝj

←, ��x� is a three-
dimensional vector: � j

←= ��1j
← ,�2j

← ,�3j
←�, where �ij

← is the
regression slope from Ai to Kj, which again depends on x.
The constant is denoted � j

←.
The same notation is employed for the pre-computed

regression parameters at the data points. Thus �̄�xi� is de-

noted �̄ j
→= ��̄1j

→ , �̄2j
→ , �̄3j

→ , �̄4j
→� in the case of a forward map-

ping and �̄ j
←= ��̄1j

← , �̄2j
← , �̄3j

←�in the case of an inverse map-
ping. Similarly, �̄�xi� is denoted �̄ j

→ for a forward mapping
¯ ←

d interpolation bandwidth bI. The loess model being optimized is that of the
iable K1 for subject JW16. The arrow indicates the location of the minimum
bR an
y var
and � j for an inverse mapping.
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F. Global linear regression

To provide a baseline of performance, the loess models
were compared to standard linear regressions. Thus for each
of the seven mappings for each speaker, in addition to con-
structing a locally weighted regression on the basis of the
speaker’s fitting data, a single, uniformly weighted linear re-
gression was computed by least-squares fit to the same fitting
data. This will be called the “global regression” in contrast to
the locally weighted regression. The global regressions were
evaluated against the test data in the same manner as the
local regression models.

G. Sensitivity

One application of the mappings constructed with loess
is to study the sensitivity of variables in one domain to
changes in the other domain. In particular, it is of interest to
study the variation in the magnitudes of slopes as a function
of position in the independent variable space. The magni-
tudes of the slopes of the forward mappings � j

→ are direct
measures of the sensitivity of formant frequencies to changes
in the principal components of articulation as a function of
the position in articulatory configuration space. The slopes of
the forward mappings will be used to define empirical sen-
sitivity functions.

To permit systematic examination, the slopes of the for-
ward mappings were sampled in grid format �see Sec.
II E 3�. However, the resulting data are complex: in the full
grid of the forward mapping, there are 204=160 000 vertices,
each of which is evaluated for 12 different slope functions:
�11

→, �12
→, �13

→, �21
→, �22

→, �23
→, �31

→, �32
→, �33

→, �41
→, �42

→, and
�43

→. To focus on some of the more important aspects of
sensitivity, the degrees of freedom of the slope data needed
to be reduced. The reduction presented here is simply based
on the observation that K1 and K2, on average, account for
81% of the variation in pellet positions for the four speakers
with a range from 77% to 89%. Thus only slopes for which
the independent variable was K1 or K2 were considered, i.e.,
�ij

→ with i=1,2, reducing the number of slopes by half. Fur-
thermore, slopes were sampled on the K1,K2 subgrid, which
has only 202=400 vertices, while averaging over K3 and K4
coordinates, i.e., using the slope functions ��ij

→��1,2�.
Because we are concerned with magnitudes, the absolute

values of slopes are examined here. In fact, for reasons that
will become apparent in Sec. IV, it was convenient to con-
sider these values normalized by the predicted formant fre-
quencies. Thus the empirical sensitivity functions, evaluated
at each vertex of the K1,K2 subgrid, are defined as

�ij
→ =

��ij
→��1,2�

�ĝj
→��1,2� for i = 1,2 and j = 1,2,3.

For each speaker and each empirical sensitivity function �ij
→,

two categories of �K1,K2� vertices over the 20�20 subgrid
were defined: those with the largest 20% �ij

→ and those with
the smallest 20% �ij

→. These categories were labeled large
sensitivity and small sensitivity, respectively. Critical verti-
ces were also saved for later examination. �K1,K2� was a
critical vertex for �ij

→ if its value of �ij
→ is smaller than that of
any of the neighboring vertices, where two vertices in a rect-
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angular grid are neighboring if they differ by at most one
row or column, or both one row and column. �This criterion
was more easily satisfied for the boundary points because
there were fewer comparisons to satisfy.�

To provide reference markers for the sensitivity catego-
ries and critical points in the K1,K2 plane, point vowels
were also located in the plane as follows. The formant fre-
quencies and the pellet positions of sustained vowel produc-
tions �Ä�, �æ�, �u�, and �i� of the point vowels from task 14 of
the XRMB-SPD were extracted for each of the speakers.
�One exception was the �æ� of JW14, which was extracted
from task 24.� Using the first two formants, a time sample
was chosen for each of the vowels as being the most extreme
moment in the articulation of the vowel. For instance, for
�Ä�, a time where the first formant frequency was high and
the second formant frequency was low, relative to the other
values in the file, was chosen as the time that best repre-
sented the extreme of the articulation. The pellet positions at
that time were projected onto K1 and K2 to obtain a repre-
sentation of the vowel articulation in the �K1,K2� coordi-
nates.

III. RESULTS

A. PCA

The first four components of the PCA of the articulatory
pellet data accounted for between 94% and 97% of the vari-
ance for each of the four talkers. Table II shows the percent-
age of variance accounted for by each of the first five com-
ponents.

Figure 2 illustrates the first four articulatory components
for each speaker. As evident in the figure, the first articula-
tory PCA component, K1, corresponds to a low-back to high-
front degree-of-freedom in all of the talkers, except for
JW16. For JW18, the front-back component is minimal.
Also, there appear to be varying amounts of tongue bunching
in K1 for each of the subjects for the high-front position. K1
is associated with varying degrees of lower lip height
changes, except in the case of JW14. JW16’s K1 shows a
tongue height degree-of-freedom, and there appears to be a
“rocking” motion of the tongue in her K1, which has the
effect of inducing a tongue blade up-down degree-of-
freedom.

For JW11 and JW14 the second articulatory PCA com-
ponent, K2, corresponds to a high-back to a low-front tongue
degree-of-freedom, with more height change for JW14 than
for JW11 �Fig. 2�. There is also some tongue bunching-
stretching associated with tongue height changes for JW14.

TABLE II. Percent of variance accounted for by the first five PCA compo-
nents of the articulatory data.

K1
�%�

K2
�%�

K3
�%�

K4
�%�

K5
�%�

JW11 53.5 23.3 10.4 7.4 1.4
JW14 75.8 13.1 5.3 3.2 1.1
JW16 58.7 21.0 7.9 6.6 1.7
JW18 56.0 24.0 10.1 5.1 1.8
Interestingly, the K2 of JW16 shows a low-back to high-front
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degree-of-freedom that the others show in their K1, with a
substantial bunching-stretching degree-of-freedom. JW18’s
K2 exhibits a front-back degree-of-freedom, with some
tongue rocking, again inducing a tongue blade up-down
degree-of-freedom.

In K3, all the subjects show a movement from a high
bunched tongue with the tongue blade down to a low
stretched tongue with tongue blade up. Thus, K3 of all sub-
jects contains simultaneous tongue blade up-down and
tongue bunching-stretching degrees-of-freedom. There does
not appear to be much consistency among the subjects in
their K4 components, although bunching-stretching and
tongue blade up-down degrees-of-freedom also appear as as-
pects of the K4 components.

There are differences among the subjects in the kinds of
tongue shapes/positions and lip positions accounted for in
the first four components. A portion of these differences can
be accounted for in terms of differences in the placement of
the pellets. For instance, many of the differences between
JW11 and the other three subjects can be accounted for if the
rearmost tongue pellet of JW11 can be considered to be
equivalent to the second rearmost in the other subjects.

The relation between familiar articulatory degrees-of-
freedom �such as high-low, front-back� and the PCA compo-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Graphical representation of the first four articulat
component, K1, K2, K3, and K4 �by column� for each of the four speakers,
correspond to the horizontal and vertical axes as defined in Westbury �1994
approximate pharyngeal wall. The dotted curve and “�” marks represent th
bold curves and “ *” marks represent the extreme values.
nents can be quantified with an orthonormal set of vectors
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intended to represent these familiar degrees-of-freedom.
These are �1� the tongue front-back degree-of-freedom, with
equal weights �0.5� in the four tongue x-components and
zeros in the four tongue y-components and the four lip com-
ponents; �2� the tongue high-low degree-of-freedom, with
equal weights �0.5� in the four tongue y-components and
zeros in the four tongue x-components and the four lip com-
ponents; �3� the lip-opening degree-of-freedom, with equal
and opposite weights �−0.707 and 0.707� in the two lip
y-components and zeros in the others; and �4� the lip-
protrusion degree-of-freedom, with equal weights �0.707� in
the two lip x-components and zeros elsewhere. The amount
that each of the PCA components has of the tongue front-
back, tongue high-low, lip-closure, and lip-protrusion
degrees-of-freedom can be determined by projecting the
PCA component vector onto each of the vectors associated
with the familiar degrees-of-freedom, using the dot product.
The proportion of the articulatory PCA components that can
be attributed to each familiar degree-of-freedom are shown
in Fig. 3. The signs within a speaker indicate the relative
directions of these projections. For instance, K2 of JW11
associates a more low with a more front tongue position.

The tongue front-back movement is the familiar degree-
of-freedom that is represented the most often in the PCA

rincipal components. Shown are mean and two extreme values of each
, JW14, JW16, and JW18 �by row�. The axes are in units of milimeters and
e top curve in each plot is the palate trace and the black vertical line is the
an tongue and lip pellet coordinates for the principal component, while the
ory p
JW11
�. Th
e me
components at or above the 20% level. On the other hand,
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18.
the tongue high-low movement reaches the 20% level only in
each speaker’s K1. Lip protrusion and lip opening are not
captured at the 20% level by any of the components for any
of the speakers.

PCA analysis was performed on the acoustic data to gen-
erate a set of three orthonormal vectors that spanned the
formant space. Table III shows the amount of variance ac-
counted for by each of the PCA components, A1, A2, and A3.
A detailed examination of the PCA results revealed that for
all speakers, A1 contained a very large proportion of F2, and
small amounts of F1 and F3, because F2 was the formant

FIG. 3. The normalized projection of each articulatory component—K1
opening, and lip protrusion—for �a� JW11, �b� JW14, �c� JW16, and �d� JW

TABLE III. Percent of variance accounted for by the three acoustic PCA
components.

A1
�%�

A2
�%�

A3
�%�

JW11 81.0 13.4 5.6
JW14 72.9 17.0 10.1
JW16 75.8 13.6 10.6
JW18 77.2 13.6 9.2
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frequency with the largest variance. F1 and F3 had compa-
rable variances in terms of absolute frequency and these for-
mants were accounted for in A2 and A3.

The PCA components A1, A2, and A3 spanned the same
space as the original formant frequencies F1, F2, and F3 and
the two sets of basis vectors can be transformed from one to
another with a linear, distance-preserving transformation.
However, because the PCA components are orthogonal they
can be used as independent variables in global linear regres-
sion analysis without the complication of partial correlations
between them.

TABLE IV. Optimum regression bandwidths bR and the corresponding num-
ber of data points in parentheses for the forward mappings. Speakers are
arranged by row and dependent variables by column.

F1 F2 F3

JW11 0.004 �47� 0.004 �47� 0.004 �47�
JW14 0.003 �43� 0.003 �43� 0.003 �43�
JW16 0.003 �53� 0.002 �36� 0.002 �36�
JW18 0.004 �41� 0.003 �30� 0.003 �30�

3,K4—onto each familiar degree-of-freedom—high-low, front-back, lip
,K2,K
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B. Optimum bandwidths for loess

The regression and interpolation bandwidths that were
found optimal for the loess mappings by the cross-validation
method are listed in Tables IV and V for forward mappings
and in Tables VI and VII for inverse mappings. The neigh-
borhood sizes represented by these bandwidths are found in
parentheses.

The interpolation bandwidths are consistently smaller
than the regression bandwidths with 7–18 data points in-
cluded in the neighborhood for interpolation �Table IV ver-
sus Table V, and Table VI versus Table VII�. The optimum
regression bandwidths are consistently two to three times as
large for the inverse mappings as for the forward mappings
when comparing within subject �Table IV versus Table VI�.

C. Forward mappings

It is possible to visualize the forward mappings from K1
and K2 to the formant frequencies F1 and F2 by plotting
�ĝj

→��1,2�for j=1,2, in which F1 and F2 values are averaged
over K3 and K4. Four examples of forward mappings are
presented. Figures 4 and 5 show these mappings from K1
and K2 to F1 and F2, respectively—that is, �ĝ1

→��1,2� and
�ĝ2

→��1,2�—for subject JW11. K1 has a relatively large effect
on F1 with K2 having a slight effect. This would be expected
from the projections of the K1 and K2 vectors onto the vec-
tor representing tongue height �Fig. 3�. Figure 5 shows that
K1 and K2 both have effects on F2, and that these param-
eters interact substantially. This can be expected from the
projections of K1 and K2 onto the vector representing the
tongue front-back dimension. Figures 6 and 7 show these
averaged mappings from K1 and K2 to formants F1 and F2,
respectively, for subject JW14. Both K1 and K2 affect F1,
but with K1 having the largest effect, as can be expected by
considering these vectors’ projections onto the tongue height
dimension. K1 and K2 also affect F2.

TABLE VI. Optimum regression bandwidths bR and the corresponding
number of data points in parentheses for the inverse mappings. Speakers are
arranged by row and dependent variables by column.

K1 K2 K3 K4

JW11 0.008 �94� 0.008 �94� 0.008 �94� 0.008 �94�
JW14 0.006 �86� 0.006 �86� 0.010�144� 0.008�115�
JW16 0.006�107� 0.008�142� 0.006�107� 0.006�107�
JW18 0.010�102� 0.010�102� 0.010�102� 0.012�122�

TABLE V. Optimum interpolation bandwidths bI and the corresponding
number of data points in parentheses for the forward mappings. Speakers are
arranged by row and dependent variables by column.

F1 F2 F3

JW11 0.001 �12� 0.001 �12� 0.001 �12�
JW14 0.0008�12� 0.0008�12� 0.0008�12�
JW16 0.0007�12� 0.0007�12� 0.0007�12�
JW18 0.0009 �9� 0.0009 �9� 0.0012�12�
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D. Inverse mappings

The inverse mappings from the formants to each of
K1–K4 can be viewed as mappings from the F1,F2 plane to
variables K1–K4 when the values are averaged over
F3—that is, �ĝj

←��1,2� for j=1,2 ,3 ,4. �The independent vari-
ables A1, A2, and A3 have been transformed to F1, F2, and
F3 here for purposes of illustration.� Instead of plotting these
functions as a set of surfaces, a series of tongue shapes can
be drawn in which each tongue shape corresponds to the
value of K1, K2, K3, and K4 as either F1 or F2 varies.
Examples of such inverse mappings are provided in Figs. 8
and 9. In Fig. 8, F2 is held constant, while F1 is increased
for subjects JW11 �Fig. 8�a�� and JW14 �Fig. 8�b��. The
tongue goes from the thickest lines to the thinnest lines, and
the lips from the largest asterisks to the smallest. The ex-
pected variation in tongue height and mouth opening is ap-
parent. F1 is held constant in Fig. 9, while F2 is increased
for subjects JW11 �Fig. 9�a�� and JW14 �Fig. 9�b��. The
tongues tend to move forward as F2 increases, and as F2
reaches the maximum value the mouth must open and the
tongue tip drop in order to allow F1 to remain constant.

E. Distributions of local regression parameters

Fitting a loess model produces a set of regression param-

eters �̄�xi� and �̄�xi� at each data point xi in the fitting set.
We may examine the distributions of those parameters. As an

TABLE VII. Optimum interpolation bandwidths bI and the corresponding
number of data points in parentheses for the inverse mappings. Speakers are
arranged by row and dependent variables by column.

K1 K2 K3 K4

JW11 0.001 �12� 0.001 �12� 0.0012 �14� 0.0012 �14�
JW14 0.0005 �7� 0.0005 �7� 0.0012 �17� 0.0005 �17�
JW16 0.0005 �9� 0.001 �18� 0.0006 �11� 0.0006 �11�
JW18 0.0007 �7� 0.0011�11� 0.0013 �13� 0.0012 �13�

FIG. 4. �Color online� Visualization of the forward map from K1 and K2 to
ˆ → �1,2�
F1 for subject JW11 by a surface plot of �g1 � .
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example, Fig. 10 shows the distribution of �̄11
→ slope values

for JW11. The distribution’s tails have been removed in this
figure.

The rest of the results are presented in terms of the
means and standard deviations of the distributions of the
loess regression coefficients. Figure 11 presents the means
and standard deviations of the constants �̄ j

→ in the forward
mappings �Fig. 11�a�� and �̄ j

← in the inverse mappings �Fig.
11�b��. The regression constants resulting from the corre-
sponding global regressions are also indicated. The means of
the loess constants and the constants from the global regres-
sion are all within one standard deviation of the distribution
of constants for both the forward and inverse mappings. Of

FIG. 5. �Color online� Visualization of the forward map from K1 and K2 to
F2 for subject JW11 by a surface plot of �ĝ2

→��1,2�.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Visualization of the forward map from K1 and K2 to
ˆ → �1,2�
F1 for subject JW14 by a surface plot of �g1 � .
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course the constants of the global regressions representing
the forward mappings are simply the average formant fre-
quencies of each speaker’s data �Fig. 11�a��. Because the
variables K1–K4 for each speaker are the result of a PCA
analysis with the mean subtracted out, the constants for the
global regression representing the inverse mappings are very
close to zero �Fig. 11�b��. The standard deviations of the
constants from the loess regressions for the forward map-
pings increase with the order of the dependent variable, for-
mant frequency, for all subjects �Fig. 11�a��, where the “or-
der” of formant Fj is j. There is no apparent trend between
standard deviation of the constants from the loess regressions
for the inverse mappings and the order of the dependent vari-
able, articulatory PCA component �Fig. 11�b��.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Visualization of the forward map from K1 and K2 to
F2 for subject JW14 by a surface plot of �ĝ2

→��1,2�.

FIG. 8. Visualization of the inverse maps from F1 and F2 to K1, K2, K3,
and K4. Tongue and lip positions predicted by �ĝj

←��1,2�, j=1,2 ,3 ,4, are
shown for a series of F1 increases for fixed F2. Tongue moves from thick
line to thin. �a� JW11 with F2=1556 Hz and F1 from 145 to 877 Hz and �b�

JW14 with F2=1664 Hz and F1 from 53 to 1019 Hz.
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Figure 12 shows the means and standard deviations of

the slopes �̄ j
→= ��̄1j

→ , �̄2j
→ , �̄3j

→ , �̄4j
→�, j=1,2 ,3, of the for-

ward mappings for each speaker. The corresponding quanti-
ties from the global regression are also indicated. The means
of the loess slopes are very close to the corresponding global
regression slopes when compared to the size of the standard
deviations. There is a consistent trend of increasing standard
deviation with the order of either the independent variable

�i.e., the i in Ki and �̄ij
→� and the order of the dependent

variable �i.e., the j in Fj and �̄ij
→�. Figure 13 shows the mean

FIG. 9. Visualization of the inverse maps from F1 and F2 to K1, K2, K3,
and K4. Tongue and lip positions predicted by �ĝj

←��1,2�, j=1,2 ,3 ,4, are
shown for a series of F2 increases for fixed F1. Tongue moves from thick
line to thin. �a� JW11 with F1=530 Hz and F2 from 644 to 2377 Hz and �b�
JW14 with F1=613 Hz and F2 from 522 to 2910 Hz.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Histogram of local K1-to-F1 slope, or �̄11
→, at the

data points in the forward mapping for JW11. The arrow denotes the mean
of the distribution, and the vertical line indicates the value of the K1-to-F1
slope obtained in global regression. The slope data have been trimmed to cut
the tails from the distributions. The tails for a distribution X are defined as
follows. Let xq=value of X that marks the qth percentile of the X distribu-
tion, and let xmean=mean of the X distribution. Then y is in one of the tails

if x25−y	1.5x25−xmean or y−x75	1.5x75−xmean.
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and standard deviations of the loess slopes �̄ j
←

= ��̄1j
← , �̄2j

← , �̄3j
←�, j=1,2 ,3 ,4, of the inverse mappings for

each speaker, along with the corresponding slopes from the
global regressions. Again, the slopes from the global regres-
sions are very close to the means of the corresponding slopes
from the loess regressions. While there is a general trend for
increasing standard deviation with the order of the indepen-

dent variable �i.e., the i in Ai and �̄ij
←�, there is no apparent

trend with the order of the dependent variable �i.e., the j in

Kj and �̄ij
←�.

A sample of correlation coefficients among the slopes
and constant was calculated. This was done for JW11 and
JW14 in their loess forward mappings to F1 and F2. The
independent variables K1 and K2 were the focus. Thus, the
three correlation coefficients among constants, �̄ j

→, and

slopes, �̄1j
→ and �̄2j

→, for fixed j=1 or 2 were calculated for
each JW11 and JW14. The three correlation coefficients
among the absolute values of these quantities were also cal-
culated for both speakers. The correlation coefficients in
Tables VIII and IX indicate varying degrees of co-variation
among loess parameters and their absolute values. Given the
large number of data points, all of these correlation coeffi-
cients are significant at the p�0.001 level �Bickel and Dock-
sum, 1977, pp. 221 and 472�.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Means and standard deviations of the local regres-
sion constants ��̄ j

→ and �̄ j
←� at the data points. The constants obtained in

global regression are also shown. Labels refer to the dependent variable. �a�
→ ←
�̄ j �forward mappings� and �b� �̄ j �inverse mappings�.
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F. Test RMSE

Figure 14 shows the RMSE results from applying the
forward loess mappings to each speaker’s test data set. If it is
assumed that the formant frequency values are distributed in
a normal distribution about a mean, then the RMSE is one
standard deviation of the distribution. There is a general
trend for increasing RMSE with the order of the dependent
variable, or formant frequency number, for each speaker.
Figure 15 shows the percent decrease in the RMSE of the
forward loess compared to the corresponding global regres-
sion applied to the same test data. The improvement in fit
from the global regression to the loess regression is consis-
tently greatest for F2 in terms of percent reduction in RMSE
for each subject.

Figure 16 exhibits the test RMSE values for the inverse
loess mappings. There was a general trend, though not com-
pletely consistent, of decreasing RMSE error from K1 and
K2 to K3 and K4 for each speaker. This can be contrasted
with increases in RMSE from F1 to F3 in the forward map-
pings for each speaker. Figure 17 shows the percent decrease
in RMSE for the loess from the global regression for the
inverse mapping. The amount of decrease for the inverse
mappings is generally less than for the forward mappings

FIG. 12. �Color online� Means and standard deviations of the local regressio
i=1,2 ,3 ,4 and j=1,2 ,3�. Corresponding global regression slopes are also
�Fig. 15�.
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G. Sensitivity

The results of the sensitivity analysis are presented by
sectioning a schematic two-dimensional articulatory vowel
space of each speaker into regions of large and small sensi-
tivity of acoustic variables to articulatory variables. For each
speaker, schematic articulatory vowel spaces were con-
structed by connecting the four point-vowel articulations
projected onto their �K1,K2� coordinates to form a quadri-
lateral. Adjoined to this quadrilateral was another quadrilat-
eral representing the region between the projected �i� and �u�
articulations and the palate. The resulting polygon formed a
schematic of the articulatory vowel space in K1–K2 space.

The schematic articulatory vowel space of each speaker
was divided into regions of large and small sensitivity ac-
cording to each empirical sensitivity function �ij

→, i=1,2, j
=1,2. Boundaries of the regions were defined by visual in-
spection. The results were grouped into four figures with Fig.
18 corresponding to F1 sensitivity to changes in K1 �magni-
tudes of �11

→�, Fig. 19 corresponding to F1 sensitivity to
changes in K2 �magnitudes of �21

→�, Fig. 20 corresponding to
F2 sensitivity to changes in K1 �magnitudes of �12

→�, and Fig.
21 corresponding to F2 sensitivity to changes in K2 �magni-
tudes of �22

→�.

pes of the forward mappings at the data points �i.e., distributions of �̄ij
→ for

d. �a� JW11, �b� JW14, �c� JW16, and �d� JW18.

n slo
Figure 18 shows a general tendency for the regions of
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largest sensitivity of F1 to K1, or largest �11
→, to be associ-

ated with high vowels and the least sensitive with low vow-
els. There are differences among the speakers, with JW11
�Fig. 18�a�� and JW18 �Fig. 18�d�� exhibiting similar pat-
terns. �These are sketches where differences in the amount of
area covered by the shadings are not a reliable indication of
differences in sensitivity.� JW14 �Fig. 18�b�� appears to have
the pattern of JW11 and JW18 rotated counterclockwise
through her vowel space. JW16 has neither large nor small
sensitivity in the front part of her vowel space. Figure 19 for
the sensitivity of F1 to K2 change again shows that regions
of large sensitivity, or large �21

→, are in the high part of the
vowel space, and regions of small sensitivity are in the low
part of the vowel space. In fact, for JW11 the sensitivity
regions are quite similar between �11

→ and �21
→. In contrast,

JW14’s pattern for �21
→ appears to be a clockwise rotation of

her pattern for �11
→ �Figs. 18�b� and 19�b��. JW18 shows a

similar small rotation �Figs. 18�d� and 19�d��. JW16 exhibits
a sensitivity pattern in �21

→ similar to that of JW11, except her
region of small sensitivity appears to extend higher into her
vowel space �Figs. 19�c� and 19�a��.

The sensitivities of F2 to K1 change and K2 change
�Figs. 20 and 21� show more regions of large and small
sensitivity than the sensitivity of F1 to K1 change and K2
change �Figs. 18 and 19�. This is to be expected because the
higher frequency formant depends on finer-scaled details of
articulation than the lower frequency formant does. All of the

FIG. 13. �Color online� Means and standard deviations of the local regressio
i=1,2 ,3 and j=1,2 ,3 ,4�. Corresponding global regression slopes are also
speakers appear to have large F2 sensitivity to K1 change, or
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large �12
→, in the high-back region of the vowel space and a

region of small sensitivity somewhere in the low region of
the vowel space with, often, an accompanying region of
large sensitivity �Fig. 20�. On the other hand, the regions of
large sensitivity of F2 to K2 change, or large �22

→, are in the
back part of the vowel spaces, except for JW16 �Fig. 21�.
The regions of small sensitivity of F2 to K2 change are most
notably in the front of the vowel spaces, except for JW11,
who shows small sensitivity around the low-back vowel �Fig.
21�.

The critical articulation points in the K1,K2 subgrid—
i.e., those subgrid vertices with �ij

→ values smaller than that
of any of the neighboring vertices—were examined in the
context of the point vowels projected onto the K1,K2 plane.
The critical articulations that corresponded closely to point
vowels for each speaker are noted in Table X.

TABLE VIII. Correlation coefficients for local regression parameters at the
data points with means subtracted in the forward mappings. The subscript j
denotes the dependent variable �formant� number.

�̄ j
→ by �̄1j

→ �̄ j
→ by �̄2j

→ �̄1j
→ by �̄2j

→

JW11, j=1 −0.174 −0.188 0.133
JW11, j=2 −0.471 −0.271 0.303
JW14, j=1 0.232 0.181 −0.032
JW14, j=2 −0.217 −0.075 0.048

pes of the inverse mappings at the data points �i.e., distributions of �̄ij
← for

d. �a� JW11, �b� JW14, �c� JW16, and �d� JW18.

n slo
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The results show that there is little consistency among
the speakers as to the point vowels that could be considered
to have critical �K1,K2� coordinates.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Articulatory PCA

The lower-order articulatory PCA components in the
present study accounted for less of the variance than is typi-
cal for PCA analyses of a small number of vowels. Typically
two principal components will account for at least 95% of
the variance for a small number of static vowel images �on
the order of 10� �e.g., Jackson, 1988; Mokhtari et al., 2007;
Jackson and McGowan, 2008�. On the other hand, for sub-
ject JW16, more of the tongue position variance was ac-
counted for in the present study than was accounted for in
the Beaudoin and McGowan �2000� study involving the
same subject, also with thousands of data points. That is, the
sum of the variances accounted for in the first one to four
components is always greater in the present work than in the
Beaudoin and McGowan �2000� study, where tokens were
chosen automatically based on a criterion of minimum
tongue-to-palate distance. It appears that the present data set
based on vowels alone and consonant-vowel transitions that
excluded nasal, lateral, and rhotic contexts was more restric-
tive than the earlier study.

The degrees-of-freedom that were dominant in the K1
and K2 components were familiar high-low and front-back
degrees-of-freedom, except that the K1 and K2 components
of JW16 additionally contained a large amount of tongue
blade up-down and tongue bunching-stretching degrees-of-
freedom. K3 and K4 contain varying amounts of tongue
bunching-stretching as well as tongue blade up-down
degrees-of-freedom. These degrees-of-freedom would be ex-

TABLE IX. Correlation coefficients for absolute values of the local regres-
sion parameters at the data points with means subtracted in the forward
mappings. The subscript j denotes the dependent variable formant number.

�̄ j
→ by�̄1j

→ �̄ j
→ by�̄2j

→ �̄1j
→by�̄2j

→

JW11, j=1 0.683 0.365 0.362
JW11, j=2 0.719 0.618 0.599
JW14, j=1 0.545 0.500 0.272
JW14, j=2 0.529 0.424 0.301
FIG. 14. Test RMSE of the forward loess mappings.
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pected to appear because transitions to and from consonants
have been included in the data set. None of the articulatory
PCA components have substantial amounts of lip opening or
lip protrusion. This could be due to the fact that there is only
one phonologically rounded monophthong in American Eng-
lish, and that the vowels in the XRMB-SPD appeared with
both unrounded and rounded consonants. The latter fact may
mean that lip position was not correlated with tongue posi-
tion.

B. Distributions of local regression parameters

In Sec. III E, the wide distributions of constants and
slopes of loess were noted. It is of some interest to investi-
gate whether there is co-variation among the constant and
slope values in order to know whether the values in the tails
of their distributions could be accounted for in terms of com-
pensation. Evidence for at least a small amount of such co-
variation was found.

However, a comparison between corresponding cells in
Tables VIII and IX show that the correlation coefficients for
the absolute values are larger, by a factor of 1.5–8.5, than
their corresponding coefficients of the signed parameters.
This indicates that while there may be a negative �or posi-
tive� relation between two parameters, there are substantial
numbers of data points where a positive �or negative� rela-
tion holds between them. Further, there is a strong correla-
tion in magnitudes no matter the sign. The covariance among
loess parameters cannot be neglected, yet the sign of the
covariance is only weakly determined compared to the cova-
riance in magnitude.

FIG. 15. Percent improvement in test RMSE of loess over global regression
for the forward mappings.
FIG. 16. Test RMSE of the inverse loess mappings.
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C. Measurement error and test RMSE

The different contributions to error—in measuring ar-
ticulatory coordinates, in measuring formant frequencies,
and in relating the two domains—are now considered. Much
of the discussion will focus on how measurement error re-
lates to the test RMSE of the loess models. It will be seen
that the RMSEs for the forward loess mappings are better
than expected based on measurement error considerations,
but the RMSEs for the inverse loess maps are not as good as
would be expected based on estimated measurement errors.
Explanations for the latter phenomenon will be offered.

There are two sources of formant variability that cannot
be attributed to measured articulatory variability. One source
is the movement of the speech articulators whose positions
were not measured. An example of an articulator coordinate
that was not measured for the XRMB-SPD is larynx height.
Westbury �1983�, using X-ray cineradiography, measured
changes in larynx height of 17 mm during speech. Wood

FIG. 17. Percent improvement in test RMSE of loess over global regression
for the inverse mappings.

FIG. 18. �Color online� Schematic articulatory vowel spaces with regions of
large �dark shading� and small �light shading� empirical sensitivity of F1 to
K1 ��11

→�. The vowel spaces are defined by the articulation of the point
vowels projected onto �K1,K2� coordinates. �a� JW11, �b� JW14, �c� JW16,

and �d� JW18.
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�1979� measured a maximum range in larynx height of only
5 mm for all the speakers he studied in 15 different lan-
guages and dialects. Perkell �1969, pp. 38–42� measured lar-
ynx height changes of nearly 15 mm in isolated utterances of
a single speaker. However, he did state that these variations
were diminished in running speech. Changes in larynx posi-
tion can have a substantial effect on the formant frequencies.
For example, Lindblom and Sundberg �1971� showed in ex-
periments with a synthesizer that F1 and F2 in vowel pro-
duction could change by up to 8% with a 10 mm change in
larynx height. There are other articulatory dimensions that
are not measured, such as pharyngeal dimensions, velum po-
sition, and all lateral dimensions. But these effects have been
minimized here. It has been shown that in English and Swed-
ish, pharyngeal dimensions are largely predictable from the
positions of the front of the tongue during static vowel pro-
duction �Whalen et al., 1999; Jackson and McGowan, 2008�.
Furthermore, restricting vowel contexts to exclude nasal and
lateral consonants has minimized the amount of velar and
lateral variation for any given set of tongue pellet coordi-
nates. Thus, it would seem to be reasonable to assume that
the unseen articulatory coordinates should cause a variation
of at most 10%–15% in formant frequencies for a given set
of tongue and lip pellet coordinates.

Another source of variability for formant frequency val-
ues is measurement error incurred in using LPC analysis
with human correction. The errors in the formant frequency
measurements themselves are estimated to be less than about
5%. In total, one can expect a “cloud” of F1, F2, and F3
measures of radius of about 15%–20% of the mean to be
associated with each data point in the articulatory space. In

FIG. 19. �Color online� Schematic articulatory vowel spaces with regions of
large �dark shading� and small �light shading� empirical sensitivity of F1 to
K2 ��21

→�. The vowel spaces are defined by the articulation of the point
vowels projected onto �K1,K2� coordinates. �a� JW11, �b� JW14, �c� JW16,
and �d� JW18.
terms of formant frequency values, this would correspond to
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radii of 75–100 Hz in F1, 225–300 Hz in F2, and
375–500 Hz in F3 based on means of 500, 1500, and
2500 Hz for F1, F2, and F3 respectively.

We may compare the above estimates of the radii of the
formant clouds with the RMSEs of the forward loess map-
pings. If the error estimates can be understood to be on the
order of two standard deviations of a normal formant fre-
quency error distribution �accounting for 84% of the error�,
and the RMSEs are expected to be one standard deviation of
the error distribution, then the error estimate should be twice
the RMSE. In the loess mappings, doubling the RMSE for
F1 gave a value in the range from 54 to 100 Hz, for F2 from
94 to 156 Hz, and for F3 from 132 to 196 Hz �Fig. 14�.
These data indicate that twice the standard deviation is on
the order of 10%–20% of the mean for F1 and 6%–10% of
the mean for F2 and F3. Thus, forward loess mappings for
F2 and F3 perform better than would be expected based on
error estimates. Thus it is reasonable to reduce the estimated
standard deviation in the formant error distribution to coin-
cide with the forward mappings’ RMSEs.

We have estimated the RMSE of F1 to be 5%–10% of
the mean value of F1 and the RMSEs of F2 and F3 to be
3%–5% of the mean values of F2 and F3, respectively.
These values compare favorably with the error obtained by
Mermelstein �1967� when he replaced an area function for
six vowels with the first six cosine components of that area
function. This replacement produced maximum errors of
about 3% in the formant frequencies �Mermelstein, 1967�. In
contrast to Mermelstein’s �1967� investigation from a single
set of six model area functions, the present investigation is
based on large numbers of articulatory configurations from
human talkers with four orthogonal articulatory components

FIG. 20. �Color online� Schematic articulatory vowel spaces with regions of
large �dark shading� and small �light shading� empirical sensitivity of F2 to
K1 ��12

→�. The vowel spaces are defined by the articulation of the point
vowels projected onto �K1,K2� coordinates. �a� JW11, �b� JW14, �c� JW16,
and �d� JW18.
spanning the articulatory space.
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The estimated positional error for stationary pellets is
0.15 mm �Westbury, 1994, p. 69�. Further, it can be expected
that fast moving articulators �400 mm /s� will move 0.6 mm
during the time it takes for the tracking raster to be gener-
ated, thus creating an error due to recording time delay. An-
other possible source of error is the time delay between the
articulatory position and the recorded acoustics. This is error
caused by the fact that the speed of sound is finite and the
distance of the microphone to the mouth was about 110 mm.
It is estimated that the acoustic signal is recorded 0.3 ms
after it is generated by the vocal tract, which corresponds to
about 5% of the time between sampled frames of data �at
160 Hz�. For a fast moving articulator this would correspond
to only 0.03 mm of movement, which is small compared to
the error caused by the recording time delay. With these con-
siderations, a reasonable estimate of maximum position mea-
surement error is 0.6 mm for each pellet coordinate. If the
position measurement errors are independent across the pel-
let coordinates, then the maximum total magnitude of error
for the six pellets would be about 2 mm. In particular, this
can be considered to be the measurement error in each of the
articulatory PCA components, K1, K2, K3, and K4.

TABLE X. The point vowels projected onto K1,K2 coordinates that closely
matched critical values of �K1, K2� for each empirical sensitivity function
�ij

→.

JW11 JW14 JW16 JW18

�11
→ �i� �Ä� �Ä�

�12
→ �æ� �i� �æ� �u�

�12
→ �Ä�, �æ�, �i� �æ� �Ä�

�22
→ �æ�, �i� �Ä� �u�

FIG. 21. �Color online� Schematic articulatory vowel spaces with regions of
large �dark shading� and small �light shading� empirical sensitivity of F2 to
K2 ��22

→�. The vowel spaces are defined by the articulation of the point
vowels projected onto �K1,K2� coordinates. �a� JW11, �b� JW14, �c� JW16,
and �d� JW18.
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If, as in the estimate of the acoustic error, the estimated
articulatory measurement error is about two standard devia-
tions of the articulatory error distribution, then it is possible
to compare this estimate with twice the test RMSE in inverse
loess mappings. Doubling the RMSEs of the inverse map-
pings gives values between 3.8 and 7.6 mm. The estimated
corresponding quantity for the error distribution of 2 mm is
well below this range. Causes for this discrepancy and the
differences between the forward and inverse mappings in
terms of the relation between error distributions and RMSE
are proposed below.

One factor contributing to the RMSE of the inverse
mappings being two to four times larger than the estimated
standard deviation of the error distribution of the articulatory
dependent variables is the compensatory ability of the vocal
tract. For a given triple of formant frequencies �F1, F2, and
F3�, there are many vocal tract shapes able to produce it
�Atal et al., 1978�. Not only can K1, K2, K3, and K4 com-
pensate for one another but the unseen articulators, such as
the larynx, can do the same. Thus, a point in the acoustic
space can map into a region of the articulatory space. This is
without any consideration of measurement error. It can be
speculated that this is the reason why the optimum regression
bandwidths are at least twice as large for the inverse map-
pings as for the forward mappings of each speaker �Tables
IV and VI�. It is a reasonable possibility that more acoustic
variables need to be included in the inverse mapping to en-
sure that the inverse mappings are as unambiguous as pos-
sible. It can be proven that the RMSE is a positively biased
estimate of the error standard deviation if independent vari-
ables with significant effect have not been included in the
analysis �Chatterjee and Hadi, 1988, pp. 40–42�.

Another contribution to the larger RMSE of the inverse
mappings might involve the assumptions made in regression
analysis. When regression is performed it is assumed that the
independent variables are known exactly, or at least the in-
dependent variables should be known more precisely than
the dependent variables. Therefore it of interest to know how
the magnitudes of the errors in articulatory variables com-
pare to those of the acoustic variables, or how the errors in
the articulatory PCA components compare to errors in the
acoustic PCA components. The standard deviations of the
error distribution in the formant frequencies were estimated
by the RMSEs of the optimum loess forward mappings, be-
cause the original estimates of those standard deviations
were found to be too large. On the other hand the 1 mm
estimate will be used for the standard deviation in the error
distribution of each of the articulatory PCA components. In
order to compare magnitudes of errors for physical variables
�articulatory and acoustic� with different dimensionalities, it
is necessary to normalize both sets of variables. They are
normalized by the standard deviations of the coordinate data
in the data set for each speaker. For instance, the estimated
standard deviation in the error distribution of K2 was nor-
malized by the total standard deviation in the K2 data.

The normalized estimated error standard deviations av-
eraged over the four speakers for K1, K2, K3, and K4 are
0.10, 0.17, 0.27, and 0.33, respectively. The same quantities

for A1, A2, and A3 are 0.18, 0.27, and 0.44. The ordering of
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these variables by increasing magnitude of the normalized
estimated error standard deviations is K1, K2, A1, �A2,K3�,
K4, A3, which indicates that the lower-order articulatory
quantities are determined with less error than the lower-order
acoustic quantities. The average normalized estimated error
standard deviations are 0.22
0.10 for the articulatory vari-
ables and 0.29
0.13 for the acoustic variables. While these
averages are not significantly different, the lower-order ar-
ticulatory variables do appear to be known more accurately
than the acoustic variables. These considerations call into
question the assumption that the independent variables are
known relatively precisely for the loess regressions for the
inverse mappings.

To compare these results with previous work in the in-
verse mapping, reference can be made to Ladefoged et al.
�1978� and Mokhtari et al. �2007�. The magnitudes of the
RMSEs for K1–K4 shown in Fig. 16 are close to, or less
than, those of the inverse mappings constructed by Lade-
foged et al. �1978� for five subjects each producing five vow-
els �Ladefoged et al., 1978, Table II�. Mokhtari et al. �2007�
investigated one subject speaking a series of vowels for
which there were 35 frames of data. They performed regres-
sion using three formants as the independent variables and
articulatory PCA components of the area function as the de-
pendent variables. For each PCA component they reported
the RMSE normalized by the standard deviation of that com-
ponent: 0.22 and 0.45 for the first and second PCA compo-
nents, respectively �Mokhtari et al., 2007, Fig. 4�. By per-
forming the same normalization using the standard
deviations of K1 and K2, the results of the inverse loess may
be compared with these values. The normalized RMSE av-
eraged across the four subjects was 0.29
0.05 for K1 and
0.50
0.05 for K2.

We have provided only rough estimates of the error ex-
pected in both the acoustic and articulatory domains. How-
ever, to provide quantitative confidence intervals for both the
mappings and the parameters in the mappings, such as ��x�,
the error in both domains should be estimated using the
RMSEs and the properties of the loess mappings. There are
well-known, established methods to do this with parametric
linear regression �e.g., Bickel and Docksum, 1977, pp. 267–
268�. These methods can be extended to loess, but with some
complications. In both parametric linear regression and loess,
the estimates of the dependent variable may be viewed as a
linear transformation of the data in the dependent variable
domain. For parametric linear regression this transformation
is an idempotent projection, while for loess the transforma-
tion is not idempotent, and it is not even symmetric �Cleve-
land and Devlin, 1988�. This makes computing the estimated
variances much more computationally intensive: it involves
computations of the traces of products of N�N matrices,
where N is the number of data points. These computations
were prohibitive for the current data sets of 10 000–20 000
data points. In the future we will research methods for find-
ing approximations to these traces. Another procedure for
finding confidence intervals would be to use Monte Carlo
simulation. These issues merit further research.

Another issue confronting estimation of error is co-

variation in the independent variables. Since the independent
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variables are PCA components, they are orthogonal in the
global sense, but they are not necessarily so for each locally
weighted regression, performed here at each data point. It is
entirely possible that the independent variables are nearly
linearly dependent in certain of the local regressions. Aver-
aging over the higher-order independent variables was used
here for visualization and data-reduction purposes. However,
this averaging lessened the effects of co-variation that could
cause the loess mappings and the measures of formant sen-
sitivity to be noisier. To provide quantitative confidence in-
tervals for both the mappings and the parameters in the map-
pings, future work should address the issue of co-linearity of
independent variables in local regions and co-variation of
loess regression coefficients between regions.

D. Sensitivity

The results on sensitivity of F1 and F2 to K1 and K2
changes near the point vowels �Ä�, �æ�, and �i� can be viewed
in terms of the geometric properties of K1 and K2 shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, and the effects of those properties in simple
acoustic tube models. Sensitivities of formants to articulatory
change for the vowels �Ä� and �i� can be understood using
two-tube models, while �æ� can be viewed as a slightly flared
tube �Perkell, 1969, p. 55; McGowan, 2006�. The tube prop-
erties of �u� are more complex and discussion of this vowel
would be more speculative. Further, the discussion will focus
on subjects JW11, JW14, and JW18, with only brief men-
tions of JW16 because of the difficulty in characterizing the
K1 component of JW16 due to its tongue rocking motion.

Ehrenfest’s theorem applied to acoustic tubes was intro-
duced to the speech production community by Schroeder
�1967�. In this community it is commonly known as acoustic
perturbation theory and it is useful for the discussion of sen-
sitivity in conjunction with the two-tube models. Briefly, if,
for a given resonant frequency f , cross-sectional tube area is
decreased a small amount in a region where acoustic poten-
tial energy density is greater than acoustic kinetic energy
density, then the resonant frequency increases, that is, df / f
	0. The opposite occurs if the kinetic energy density is
greater than the potential energy density. To apply this theo-
rem, one needs to compute resonant frequencies and their
corresponding energy density distributions through the tube,
which is done numerically. However, for a sufficiently low
resonant frequency f �e.g., F1� and a two-tube model, there
is a simplification. For a two-tube model, let the tube closest
to the glottis have length L1 and area A1, and the tube closest
to the lips have length L2 and area A2, and let �=A2 /A1.
Assuming that the total tube length remains constant, it can
be shown that

df

f
�

d�

�
−

dL2

L2
. �7�

In other words, the fractional change in frequency equals the
fractional change in area ratio minus the fractional change in
length of the front tube, to first order. This is a theoretically
derived sensitivity function that relates sensitivity to vocal

tract geometry.
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JW11, JW14, and JW18 all show large F1 sensitivity to
K1 changes ��11

→� in a region around �i� �Fig. 18�. The K1 of
each of these speakers has the effect of moving the tongue
toward or away from the palate �Fig. 2�. With the tongue
moving toward the palate it is plausible that both the effec-
tive � decreases rapidly and L2 increases. According to Eq.
�7� these factors would provide a rapid decrease in F1, which
would explain the large F1 sensitivity near �i�. Near �Ä�, on
the other hand, all three speakers show small sensitivity of
F1 to K1. It is plausible that near �Ä�, as K1 moves the
tongue away from the pharynx, � still decreases, as does L2,
thus creating conditions for a small relative change in F1
according to Eq. �7�. The fact that �æ� is also in a region of
small �11

→ for JW11 and JW18 suggests that near �æ�, the K1
of these two speakers tends to balance the changes in � and
L2 in a way similar to the way it balances them near �Ä�.

It was noted in Sec. III G that JW11 and JW18 had
similar regions of large and small F1 sensitivities to K1
�Figs. 18�a� and 18�d��. This agrees with geometric similari-
ties in their K1 components. For both talkers, K1 possesses a
high-low degree-of-freedom that is proportionately greater
than the front-back degree-of-freedom, and the two degrees-
of-freedom are of the same polarity, in that “high” belongs
with “front” �Fig. 3�. The rotated shading pattern for JW14
noted in Sec. III G �Fig. 18�b�� may be due to the fact that
her K1 has much more of a front-back degree-of-freedom
compared with the high-low degree-of-freedom.

Considering the �21
→ sensitivity patterns in Fig. 19, JW11

and JW14 both show large F1 sensitivity to K2 changes
��21

→� in a region around �i� �Figs. 19�a� and 19�b��, and
JW18 just fails to include �i� in the region of large sensitivity
�Fig. 19�d��. All the speakers include �Ä� and �æ� in their
region of small sensitivity. The same perturbation-theory pic-
tures explaining the sensitivity of F1 to K1 also seem to
apply to the sensitivity of F1 to K2. JW11 and JW14 share
the property that high corresponds to back in their K2 �Figs.
3�a� and 3�b��. On the other hand, JW18 possesses the oppo-
site correspondence between the high-low and front-back
degrees-of-freedom �i.e., high corresponds to front� �Fig.
3�d��, and this could be the reason for the clockwise rotation
of his regions of sensitivity that excludes �i� from his region
of large sensitivity.

The sensitivities of F2 to both K1 and K2 ��21
→ and �22

→�
have more fragmented sensitivity regions as well as more
proximate regions of small and large sensitivity �Figs. 20 and
21�. Some of the observed trends in F2 sensitivity can be
explained in terms of changes in constriction size. Changes
in constriction size produce relatively large changes in for-
mant frequencies, as can be seen, for example, in perturba-
tion theory. The high-back �palato-velar� regions have large
F2 sensitivity to both K1 and K2, with the exception of
JW16’s F2 sensitivity to K2 �Fig. 21�c��. The explanation for
this consistently large sensitivity is that both high-low and
front-back degrees-of-freedom will change constriction size
in this region, thus substantially affecting F2 �see also
Stevens, 1998, pp. 366–367�. Whether or not “front” is co-
incident with “high” does not seem to matter in the palato-
velar region. On the other hand, in the region of �Ä�, the two

degrees-of-freedom do not have the same effect on constric-
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tion degree. Thus, the reason that F2 has large sensitivity to
K1 in this region for JW14 �Fig. 20�b�� but small sensitivity
for JW11 and JW18 �Figs. 20�a� and 20�d�� has to do with
the different proportions of high-low and front-back degrees-
of-freedom in the different speakers’ K1s. JW14’s K1 has a
larger proportion of front-back than the other two speakers,
and thus her K1 affects constriction degree more than the
K1s of JW11 or JW18. In the region of �i�, the reason that
high-front vowels have small F2 sensitivity to K2 in the
cases of JW11 and JW14 �Figs. 21�a� and 21�b�� may be due
to the K2 components of these speakers possessing a rela-
tively large front-back degree-of-freedom with a small high-
low degree-of-freedom polarized so that high corresponds to
back. This means that K2 has the tongue make a tighter
constriction while increasing the back cavity length; these
two actions have opposite effects on F2 and so largely cancel
each other out. Further, with high corresponding to back the
constriction degree changes at the palate are minimal, and
they are dominated by changes in the place of constriction as
the tongue moves along the hard palate.

Concerning the “critical” �K1,K2� coordinates defined
in Sec. III G, the implications for quantal theory are not con-
clusive. We see only inconsistent inclusion of projected point
vowels at critical coordinates �Table X�. However, there are
two weaknesses to our analysis of critical points: �1� defining
the critical points in K1,K2 space and projecting the point
vowels to that space may be less informative than an analysis
with the critical points and vowels in full �K1,K2,K3,K4�
coordinates and �2� the regular 20�20 grid may not be fine
enough for a good classification of critical points. Further,
quantal theory applied to vowels involves consideration of
place-of-constriction, whereas the current analysis does not
distinguish between place- and degree-of-constriction.

V. CONCLUSION

A method for obtaining mappings from measured articu-
latory coordinates to measured acoustic coordinates and the
inverses of these mappings has been proposed and examined
in this paper. The method involves PCA and a local linear
regression procedure named loess. Four speakers from the
XRMB-SPD were analyzed using these procedures. PCA
was performed on both their pellet coordinate data and their
formant frequency data, and these PCA components were
used as independent variables in the various forward and
inverse mappings constructed using loess. Loess models
were made more computationally efficient by pre-computing
weighted least squares at the data points and interpolating
regression parameters between data points. The parameters
of the loess models, regression bandwidth and interpolation
bandwidth, were optimized by k-fold cross-validation. By
example, it was seen that the forward and inverse mappings
were reasonable when viewed as mappings from the two
independent variables with the largest PCA variance and av-
eraged over the remaining one or two independent variables.
There were wide distributions in the local regression param-
eters at the data points. Further, there is some evidence of
co-variation among these parameters. A discussion of the re-

lation between test RMSE of the loess models and the stan-
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dard deviation of the error distributions revealed that the
RMSEs of the forward mappings are probably a good esti-
mate of the error standard deviations for formant data, but
that the RMSEs of the inverse mappings are not a good
estimate of error standard deviations for the articulatory data.
There may be two fundamental problems with the inverse
mappings: �1� there are not enough acoustic parameters to
construct a good mapping and �2� the assumption that the
independent variables are known with relatively little error is
not a good assumption. One important application of loess is
in the study of the sensitivity of acoustic parameters to
changes in articulatory parameters. It was possible to find
regions of large and small sensitivity as a function of the two
lowest-order articulatory components when the slopes and
formant values are averaged over the remaining two articu-
latory components.

There are future directions for research into this particu-
lar method of constructing empirically determined mappings
between articulation and acoustics. The acoustic data were
found to be lacking in the number of degrees-of-freedom and
the accuracy with which they could be measured. Further,
these data require some time consuming hand editing. Work
in speech technology may provide some clues on where to
look for improved acoustic variables, such as line spectral
densities �Qin and Carreira-Perpiñán, 2007�. An avenue that
would make the results more easily interpretable would be to
use the method of arbitrary factor analysis proposed by
Maeda �1990�. The high-low and front-back dimensions
could be factored out of the articulatory data before PCA is
performed on the residual. Another significant improvement
in this method would be to be able to provide quantitative
confidence intervals for both the mappings and the param-
eters in the mappings. This would require development of
more efficient computational methods and merits further re-
search. Finally, an analysis of local co-linearity among inde-
pendent variables should be performed, and co-linearity
should be removed, perhaps by allowing a reduction in the
number of independent variables locally.
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